IN MEMORY OF JAMES D. IRELAND
A National Opera Center Campaign to Dedicate the James D. Ireland Technical/Production Office

$5,000 OR MORE
Glen Rosenbaum

$1,000 – $4,999
Russell P. Allen
George R. Bridges
Joyce DiDonato
Robert B. Driver
Gary Gibbs
Eleanor A. Hill
Betty S. Ireland and Sam Haddad
Bruce and Anne Johnson
Plato and Dorothy Karayanis
Nancy Kritikos
JoAnn LaBrecque-French
Patricia A. Mitchell
Anne and Barry Munitz
Dwight A. Peirce
Tobias Picker

$500 – $999
John Scott Arnoldy,
Triten Corporation
Richard Bado
Doris and Michael Bronson
Clare Callahan
John Gage
David Gockley
JoAnne Greiser and Ron Nyhan
Robert and Kitty Hunter
Linda Jackson
Charles MacKay
Christopher Mattaliano
Christopher and Julie McBeth
Sally and Allen McDaniel
Eileen Schein
Sidney and Joan Sussman
Robin Thompson
Francesca Zambello

$250 – $499
Joseph C. Dimino and
Michael J. Guida
Robert B. Driver
Debra Harrison and
Diana Hossack
Gayletha Nichols
Barbara P. Ocolt
Ann Owens
Jonathan Pell
Robin Thompson

UP TO $249
Sherry Bremer
Carol Bryan
Richard Cheever
Tirey B. Counts
Tobias Davis
Mary Fanidi
Mrs. Robert R. Harpold
J. F. Mastroianni
Gloria M. Portela
Christina Ripple
Joy Sabol
Peggy Stenger
Marian Tucker
Jane Weaver-Sobel

List complete as of September 27, 2017